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Interspin interactions in ZnFe2O4: Theoretical analysis of neutron scattering study
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We carried out a theoretical analysis of the recent neutron scattering study on ZnFe2O4 based on a simple
classical Heisenberg spin model to elucidate the magnetic interactions in the system. The central issue is the
possible frustration phenomena realized in the corner-shared tetrahedral arrangement of spins with an antifer-
romagnetic nearest-neighbor interaction. The results are summarized as follows:~i! From the diffuse intensity
distributions in~h k 0!- and~h h 1!-zones, it is concluded that, contrary to the anticipation, the nearest-neighbor
interaction is ferromagnetic, while the third-neighbor interaction is antiferromagnetic.~ii ! From the shift of the
peak position of the diffuse maximum as the temperature is varied, it is inferred that the ratio of the first- and
the third-neighbor interactionsJ3 /uJ1u is effectively temperature dependent. The value tends to be diminished
at T.50 K, which is consistent with the observation of a positive Curie-Weiss temperature deduced from the
susceptibility measurement.~iii ! From the systematic absence of the diffuse intensity around specific Bragg
points, the lowest-energy ‘‘mode’’ of the spin-density fluctuations is characterized to be the ‘‘acoustic’’ mode.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.064401 PACS number~s!: 75.10.Hk, 75.30.Et
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are a number of magnetic materials belonging
different classes of crystal symmetry such as normal spi
pyrochlore, and C15 Laves phase intermetallic compoun
which share a common feature in that the magnetic ions c
struct corner-shared tetrahedra as depicted in Fig. 1. If
interspin interaction in the system is assumed to be an a
ferromagnetic interaction between nearest-neighbor sp
such a spin configuration provides physically a quite intrig
ing system of a so-called geometrical frustrated system.1–4

Since Anderson1 pointed out that the development of th
spin long-range order in a frustrated system should be s
pressed due to the degeneracy of the ground-state en
both theoretical as well as experimental studies have b
carried out extensively on such systems. Theoretically, s
eral important concepts such as quantum spin liquid, s
ice, and topological spin glass have been recently propo
to characterize the ground state of the system.5–7 From a
structural viewpoint, these ideas commonly postulate the
istence of short-range antiferromagnetic clusters extend
only to the size of a single tetrahedron. Experimentally, n
tron scattering provides a powerful technique to investig
the magnetic structural behavior. In fact, the neutro
scattering studies on various types of crystals with corn
shared tetrahedra have confirmed the above prediction
observation of broad diffuse peaks even when extrapolate
0 K.8–11

ZnFe2O4 crystal belongs to normal spinel in which Fe31

ions occupy solely the B site, thus forming the corner-sha
tetrahedra of spins on Fe sites. It has been known
ZnFe2O4 has an extraordinarily low antiferromagnetic tra
sition temperature (TN513 K) as compared with simila
classes of materials. Schiesslet al.12 performed extensive
studies on the magnetic properties of this substance. In
ticular, they observed the coexistence of short-range o
with long-range order even belowTN by neutron-diffraction
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measurement. From the diffuse scattering distribution
range of spin correlation is estimated to be 2.7 nm, wh
means that the system remains magnetically disordered
least partly, even at the lowest-temperature observedT
51.5 K). Recently, Usaet al.13–16 have shown that the
Bragg peaks corresponding to the partial long-range or
become increasingly weaker in intensity and broader in
width at half maximum by a careful purifying procedure
the specimens, suggesting that the long-range order is dr
by the quenched atomic disorder. This seems to allow
interpretation that ZnFe2O4 is an intrinsically frustrated spin
system with nearest-neighbor antiferromagnetic interactio

On the other hand, the measurement of static magn
susceptibility17 x(T) presents a somewhat puzzling featu
In typical materials characterized by the frustrated spin s
tem such as YMn2 ~C15 Laves! and Y2Mo2O7 ~pyrochlore!
the Curie-Weiss temperatureuCW definitely give negative

FIG. 1. The arrangement of B sites in the spinel structure, wh
is regarded as a network of corner-sharing tetrahedra.
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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FIG. 2. ~Color! ~a! Observed distribution of the magnetic diffuse scattering at 15 K in the~h k 0! plane around the~000! reciprocal-lattice
point. The ridge of strong diffuse intensity extends slightly inside the first Brillouin-zone boundary indicated by the thick line~b!
Calculated intensity distribution corresponds to the experimental data shown in~a!.
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values, as it should in antiferromagnets.18,19 In contrast,uCW

of ZnFe2O4 gives a positive value (uCW.50 K) when ex-
trapolated usingx21(T) between 50,T,300 K. Appar-
ently, such a feature is in contradiction to the basic assu
tion of antiferromagnetic interaction between near
neighbors in spin frustrated system.

Recently, Kamazawaet al.13,14,20 carried out detailed
neutron-scattering experiments using single crystals
ZnFe2O4. They mapped out the diffuse scattering intens
distributions in~h k 0! and~h h 1! planes at various tempera
tures, which provide information on the anisotropy of t
spin correlations in the system. It is remarkable that the p
position of the diffuse scattering is located at the incomm
surateq value. Moreover, the diffuse intensities show sy
tematic absence around the specific Bragg reflection. T
characteristic feature gives information on the local spin
rangement in the form of a ‘‘structure factor’’ of the neutro
spectrum.

It should also be remarked that the energy spectra of
diffuse scattering show that, in contrast to other frustra
systems, a large response is concentrated around thev>0
regime to form the quasielastic scattering~Ref. 14!. The en-
ergy width is within the energy resolution of the spectro
eter utilized. Therefore the observed diffuse intensity is c
sidered to be practically integrated over thev direction,
which means that the observed neutron magnetic diff
scattering gives information on the instantaneous spin co
lation on the static susceptibilityx(q).

The purpose of the present paper is to carry out a theo
ical analysis of the results of the neutron scattering exp
ments presented by Kamazawaet al., in order to elucidate
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the nature of magnetic interactions to exhibit unique char
teristic of the magnetic ordering process in the ZnFe2O4
crystal.

II. MODEL, CORRELATION, AND SCATTERING
FUNCTION

To begin with, let us briefly reproduce some of the expe
mental results by Kamazawaet al. In Fig. 2~a!, the diffuse
scattering taken atT515 K is given, which shows a ‘‘ring-
like’’ distribution in the ~h k 0! plane. The high intensity
region is lying slightly inside of the Brillouin-zone boundar
lines of the fcc structure. As is clearly seen in Fig. 2~a!, the
maximum point is located at the incommensurate posit
given byq05(0.70,0.70,0) at 15 K. It is also noticed that th
q0 value shows strong temperature dependence so thatuq0u
increases as the temperature is lowered.

Another important characteristic is that the diffuse inte
sities show systematic absence as the Bragg positio
changed. As is typically demonstrated in Fig. 3~a! the diffuse
scattering is almost absent in the Brillouin zone around
~2 2 0! reflection. Generally, the systematic absence in the~h
k 0! zone follows the ruleh/2: odd ork/2: odd. These are
rather unique features to give unambiguous information
magnetic properties of ZnFe2O4.

In order to carry out a theoretical analysis we assume
following simple classical Heisenberg spin model where
Hamiltonian is given by

H5(
a

(
i , j

(
m,n

Ji j
mnSi ,m

a Sj ,n
a ~m,n51,2,3,4, a5x,y,z!,

~1!
1-2
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INTERSPIN INTERACTIONS IN ZnFe2O4 : . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 064401 ~2002!
FIG. 3. ~a! Observed profile of
the diffuse intensity as scanne
along the@110# direction.~b! Cal-
culated intensity profile corre-
sponding to the experimental data
which clearly demonstrates th
specific ‘‘extinction rule;’’ h/2:
odd,k/2: odd.
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whereSi ,m
a is thea component of the spin vector at themth

sublattice in thei th primitive rhombohedral unit cell.Ji j
mn is

the interaction parameter between the spin pairs, whic
independent of the component indexa.

We follow essentially the same procedure of the treatm
developed by Reimers, Berlinsky, and Shi21,22 and later ex-
tended by Rajuet al.23 to include the dipolar interaction. W
define the Fourier-transformed variable:

Sm
a~q!5

1

AN
(

i
Si ,m

a exp~ iq•r i !. ~2!

Then the Hamiltonian is rewritten in the form

H5(
a

(
q

Sa1~q!•J~q!•Sa~q!, ~3!

where Sa(q) is the column vector with four componen
S1

a(q), S2
a(q), S3

a(q), andS4
a(q), andJ(q) is the 434 ma-

trix whose~m, n! element is defined by

Jmn~q!5(
j

Ji j
mn exp~ iq•r i j !. ~4!

Since the Hamiltonian is expressed by quadratic form,
obtain the normalized form:

H5(
a

(
q•k

Jk~q!uSk
a~q!u2 ~k51,2,3,4!, ~5!

whereJk(q) is the energy eigenvalue belonging to thekth
branch, andSk

a(q) is the corresponding normal coordina
given by the linear combination ofSm

a(q):

Sk
a~q!5(

m
Cm

k ~q!Sm
a~q!. ~6!

Within a random-phase approximation~RPA! treatment, one
of the diagonal elements of the static susceptibility tenso
given by

x~q!5(
k

x0~T!

12Jk~q!x0~T!
, ~7!

where x0(T) is the susceptibility without any interaction
which is explicitly given, in the case of the Heisenberg sp
with uSu51, by
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x0~T!5
1

3kBT
. ~8!

The long-range order develops below the critical tran
tion temperature given by

Tc5
Jl~q0!

3kB
, ~9!

where Jl(q0) is the lowest-energy eigenvalue specified
the wave vectorq0 and the branch indexl.

The neutron scattering cross section associated with
spin fluctuations in the vicinity of the phase transition
given by

I ~K !5(
i , j

(
m,n

^@Si2k~Si•k!#•@Sj2k~Sj•k!# &

3exp b iK•~r i
m2r j

n!c, ~10!

5
2

3

x0~T!

12Jl~q!x0~T!
uFl~K !u2, ~11!

q5K2Kh , k5K /uK u, ~12!

where Kh5ha* 1kb* 1 lc* is the Bragg position~h k 1!
nearest to the scattering vectorK . Fl(K ) is the structure
factor corresponding to thelth branch which is given explic-
itly by

Fl~K !5(
m

Cm
l ~q!exp b iK•rmc, ~13!

whererm is the position vector of themth Fe- ion drawn from
the origin of the unit cell.

III. ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

It is informative to plot the energy dispersion of th
lowest-lying branch,Jl(q), in the reciprocal space in frus
trated systems to investigate the degeneracy of the gro
state energy. In the case of corner-shared tetrahedral
nearest-neighbor interaction, the dispersion is completely
within the ~h k 0! zone, as was first pointed out by Reime
Berlinsky, and Shi.21,22 ~See Fig. 4.!

Since the observed neutron scattering intensity@Fig. 2~a!#
shows definite modulation within the~h k 0! zone, we infer
1-3
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Y. YAMADA, K. KAMAZAWA, AND Y. TSUNODA PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 064401 ~2002!
that, at least in the framework of the present model~isotropic
Heisenberg spin model!, the nearest-neighbor antiferro
magnetic-type interaction is certainly inadequate to desc
the ordering process of ZnFe2O4. The possible further inter
actions up to third neighbors are listed in Table I. It should
remarked that there are two different exchange paths to
nect third neighbors, so that there are a total of four para
eters,J1 , J2 , J3 , andJ38 .

Instead of carrying out a numerical fitting procedure
cluding these interaction parameters simultaneously,
check the individual properties ofJl(K ) for each interaction
parameter. We find out thatJl(K ) for J3 shows ringlike en-
ergy contours, which are quite reminiscent of the obser
intensity distribution.~See Fig. 5.! Therefore, in order to re-
duce the number of disposable parameters, we satisfy
selves by takingJ1 andJ3 into account.

In order to investigate the properties of the spin corre
tion, or the static susceptibility, we momentarily neglect t
effect of the structure factor and put

I ~K !}
x0~T!

I 2Jl~q!x0~T!
,

q5K2Kh ~14!

within the Brillouin zone around an arbitrary Bragg poi
Kh . Using Eq.~9!, the above equation is rewritten in mo
physically transparent form:

FIG. 4. The energy eigenvalues of the lowest-lying branch in
~h k 0! reciprocal plane when only the nearest-neighbor antife
magnetic interaction is taken into account. The flat dispersion in
cates the strong frustration effect occurring in the corner-sha
tetrahedral arrangement of the spins.

TABLE I. List of the nth nearest-neighbor Fe31 pairs up ton
54 and their possible exchange paths via anions~x! and A- or
B-site metals. There are two different exchange paths for the t
neighbors.

d Z Exchange path J

Nearest neighbor & 6 B0-B1 , B0-X-B1 J1

Second-nearest neighbor A6 12 B0-X-A-X-B2 J2

Third-nearest neighbor A8 6 B0-X-B1-X-B38 J38

A8 6 B0-X-A-X-B3 J3

Fourth-nearest neighbor A10 12 B0-X-A-X-B4 J4
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I ~K !}
1

D1@Jl~q!2Jl~q0!#
, ~15!

D5kB~T2Tc!. ~16!

Using Eq. ~15!, we calculateI (K ) and compare with the
experimental intensity distribution taken around~0 0 0! at
T515 K, whereJ3 /J1 is left as the adjustable parameter.

We have found that the overall agreement of the patter
obtained only whenJ1 is taken to be ferromagnetic (J1
,0) andJ3 is antiferromagnetic (J3.0). The best-fit distri-
bution is obtained atJ3 /J1521.33, shown in Fig. 2~b!. As
is seen in the figure, the overall characteristic of the dis
bution of I (K ) in the ~0 0 0! Brillouin zone is well repro-
duced. Especially the highest peak position is situated at
incommensurate point ofq05(0.70,0.70,0) which is in good
agreement with the observedq0 value.

The experimentaluq0u value shows appreciable temper
ture dependence as depicted in Fig. 6. Starting fromq0
50.75&a* at 1.5 K, theuq0u value decreases as the tem
perature is increased, until it finally becomes obscured
q0;0.45&a* at T>30 K. In the present treatment, the tem
perature dependence ofq0 can only be explained as bein
due to the temperature variation of the effective interact
parameters. In Fig. 7, we plot the temperature variation

e
-
i-
g FIG. 5. The contour map of the energy eigenvalue of the lowe
lying branch when only the third-neighbor antiferromagnetic int
action is taken into account. The pattern is reminiscent of the
served diffuse intensity distribution given in Fig. 2~a!.

FIG. 6. Observed temperature dependence of the peak posi
of the diffuse intensity on@110# and @100# directions. The peak
along the@110# direction become obscured atT>30 K as it be-
comes influenced by the tail of the strong Bragg peak at~000!.

rd
1-4
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INTERSPIN INTERACTIONS IN ZnFe2O4 : . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 064401 ~2002!
theJ3 /J1 value as obtained from the observedq0 value. It is
noticed that atT;50 K, the system is effectively describe
by the ferromagnetic nearest-neighbor interaction (J1,0,J3
;0), which is consistent with the susceptibility measu
ments to give a positive Curie-Weiss temperature. It is a
noticed that the value ofuJ3 /J1u sharply increases atT
,15 K, reaching 4.0 at 1.5 K. This seems to be quite
extraordinary situation since the third-neighbor interact
would be usually an order-of-magnitude weaker as compa
with the nearest-neighbor interaction. This point will be d
cussed later.

So far, we have only discussed the energy eigenva
Jl(q). We now turn to the problem of the spatial configur
tion of the spins in the unit cell which is directly manifeste
in the properties of the structure factor of the spin-dens
wave ~SDW! given by Eq.~13!. We first calculate the com
ponents of the normal coordinate$Cm

l (q)% for each sublat-
tice, some of which at the representative points inq space are
listed in Table II. As is given in the Appendix, it is show
that the structure factor for the lowest-lying branchFl(K ) is
approximately expressed by

Fl~K !}(
m

exp ~ iKh•rm!, ~17!

FIG. 7. Calculated temperature dependence of the ratioJ3/uJ1u
deduced from the observed temperature dependence of the
position given in Fig. 6.
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irrespective of the valueq in the Brillouin zone aroundKh .
Equation~17! clearly shows that there exists the extinctio
rule ~systematic absence! concerning the diffuse intensity
around the reciprocal-lattice points satisfying~h/2: odd or
k/2: odd! in the ~h k 0! zone, which is consistent with th
observed results. The comparison of the calculated valu
I (K ) along the@110# direction throughout~0 0 0! to ~4 4 0!
with the observed intensity profile is given in Figs. 3~a! and
3~b!.

For later discussions, we take notice that, in analogy
the phonons ~lattice distortion wave!, the lowest-lying
branch in the present spin system may be called the ‘‘aco
tic’’ branch of the spin-density wave modes in which the sp
densities on different sublattices can be described simply
a single coherent wave propagating through the whole
tice:

Si ,m
a 5Ŝa exp ~ iq•r i

m!, ~18!

so that all spins on the four sublattices are arranged
phase’’ asq→0:

C~q50!
l 5 1

2 ~1,1,1,1!. ~19!

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS

Summarizing, we have analyzed the reported neut
scattering results on ZnFe2O4 based on a simple classica
Heisenberg spin model in order to elucidate the magn
interactions in the system, a central issue being the appa
frustration in the corner-shared tetrahedral spin arrangem
The results are summarized as follows.
~i! From the diffuse intensity distributions in~h k 0! and~h h
1! zones, it is concluded that, contrary to the anticipation,
nearest-neighbor interaction is ferromagnetic, while
third-neighbor interaction is antiferromagnetic.~ii ! From the
shift of the peak position of the diffuse maximum as t
temperature is varied, it is inferred that the ratiouJ3 /J1u is
effectively temperature dependent, which tends to be dim
ished atT.50 K. ~iii ! From the systematic absence of th
diffuse intensity around specific Bragg points, the lowe

eak
n-
TABLE II. The components of the eigenvectorsCm
l (j,j,0) of the lowest-energy branch at the represe

tative points in the range 0<j<1.0.

m
hkl 1 2 3 4

0 0 0 0.500 0 0.500 0 0.500 0 0.500 0
0.1 0.1 0 0.486 7610.077 09i 0.486 7610.077 09i 0.526 80 0.526 80
0.2 0.2 0 0.448 5910.145 76i 0.448 5910.145 76i 0.507 07 0.507 07
0.3 0.3 0 0.390 5210.198 98i 0.390 5210.198 98i 0.554 89 0.554 89
0.4 0.4 0 0.320 7410.233 03i 0.320 7410.233 03i 0.585 51 0.585 51
0.5 0.5 0 0.248 0710.248 07i 0.248 0710.248 07i 0.613 94 0.613 94
0.6 0.6 0 0.178 5410.245 74i 0.178 5410.245 74i 0.638 54 0.638 54
0.7 0.7 0 0.114 7710.225 26i 0.114 7710.225 26i 0.660 37 0.660 37
0.8 0.8 0 0.058 8010.180 96i 0.058 8010.180 96i 0.681 02 0.681 02
0.9 0.9 0 0.0165 9210.104 761i 0.0165 9210.104 761i 0.699 11 0.699 11

1 1 0 0 0 0.707 11 0.707 11
1-5
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energy ‘‘mode’’ of the spin-density fluctuations is charact
ized to be the ‘‘acoustic’’ mode.

Recently, Ballou, Lelie`vre-Berna, and Fa˚k carried out a
neutron scattering investigation on a C15-type frustrated
tem (Y0.97Sc0.03)Mn2 ~Ref. 9!. It is interesting to notice tha
the intensity profile scanned along the@j j 0# direction
throughj50 to j54 @the same scan as given in Fig. 3~a!#
gives a completely opposite systematic absence to
present case: diffuse intensities are absent around~0 0 0! and
~4 4 0! and are present around~2 2 0!. ~See Fig. 2 of Ref. 9.!
This implies that the lowest-lying branch of the spi
fluctuation mode in the YMn2 system is the ‘‘optical’’ mode
with the eigenvectorC(q50)

l 5 1
2 (1,1,21,21), which is con-

sistent with the fact that (Y0.97Sc0.03)Mn2 is an intrinsic frus-
trated system with the antiferromagnetic nearest-neighbo
teraction.

Kanamori developed an extensive theoretical investi
tion on various types of exchange interactions based on
symmetry properties of the relevant orbitals.24 We follow the
arguments for the case of the Fe31-O-Fe31 exchange path in
a 90° configuration corresponding to the present system.
dominant superexchange interaction is due to the one
tween thedg orbitals hybridized withps orbitals of the
anion, which acts ferromagnetically because of the ortho
nality of the Wannier functions. However, there are oth
mechanisms which tend to act antiferromagnetically, such
dg-d« ~hybridized with eitherps or pp orbitals!, or dg-dg
~hybridized with a 3s orbital! exchange paths. In addition
there is the possibility of the direct exchange interacti
which also contributes to the antiferromagnetic interacti
In the present system, it would not be unreasonable to c
sider that the resultant nearest-neighbor interaction is o
barely ferromagnetic due to the cancellation between th
competitive interactions. In fact, the experimental results
various compounds with Fe31-X-Fe31 in a 90° configura-
tion as summarized by Motida and Miyahera show that
nearest-neighbor interactions fall into the region aroundJ
;0 ~Ref. 25!.

Moreover, it is known that the direct exchange interact
is very sensitive to the metal-metal distance, so that the
tiferromagnetic direct exchange interaction increases as
metal-metal distance is contracted as the temperature is
ered, which means an even more effective cancellation of
nearest-neighbor interaction at lower temperatures. Such
tures are consistent, at least qualitatively, with the obser
temperature variation ofuJ3 /J1u as given in Fig. 7.

Within the RPA of a classical Heisenberg spin system, o
expects that the system should attain the long-range orde
the spin-density wave state with the incommensurate w
vectorq0 at a finite temperatureTc given by Eq.~9!. Actu-
ally, however, a pure ZnFe2O4 system does not attain th
long-range order at the lowest-temperature observed~4.2 K!.
It is seen that along the ringlike low-energy ‘‘ditch,’’J(q) is
almost degenerated, the maximum energy difference b
11% of the full energy dispersion of the lowest branch. Th
will still be a number of SDW states with differentq values
attainable by thermal fluctuation of the system even at 4
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APPENDIX

We calculate the neutron scattering intensityI (K ),

I ~K !5(
i , j

(
m,n

^@Si
m2k~Si•k!#•@Sj

m2k~Sj•k!#&

3expb iK•~r i
m2r j

n!c, ~A1!

r i
m5r i1rm, ~A2!

wherer i
m is the position vector of themth Fe ion in thei th

primitive unit cell. We consider the spin fluctuations due
the spin-density waves belonging to the lowest-lying bran
l, which is expressed by

Sm
a5^Ŝl

a&Cm
l ~q!exp~ iq•r i !, ~A3!

where^Ŝl
a& is the amplitude of the SDW andCm

l (q) is the
mth component of the four-dimensional vectorCl(q).

At a glance of the calculated components ofCl(q)
(qi@110#) for the lowest-lying branch~see Table II!, we can
easily see thatCm

l (q) is approximately given by

Cm
l ~q!>eiq•rm

, ~A4!

from which the SDW is simply expressed by a single coh
ent wave throughout the four sublattices:

Si ,m
a >^Ŝl

a&eiq•r i
m
. ~A5!

Substituting Eqs.~A5! into ~A1!, it is easily shown that

I ~K !5uFl~K !u2^uŜl
a~q!u&2, ~A6!

Fl~K !>(
m

eiKh•rm
. ~A7!

Notice thatFl(K ) is dependent only on the valueKh , the
Bragg position nearest to the scattering vector, irrespectiv
the value ofq in the first Brillouin zone aroundKh . This
indicates that there is a definite extinction rule concern
the diffuse intensity. By inserting the position vectorsrm for
Fe ions, the extinction rule results inFl(K )>0 whenh/2:
odd ork/2: odd for ~h, k, 0!.
1-6
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